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ABSTRACT
Every author seeks to optimize the QOS in MANET network through routing. Essentially, Qos optimization is
used to enhance the life time so that less energy can be consumed, additional packets should be distributed with
less Bit Error Ratio and less routing overhead. In this research, the performance analysis of DSR routing
protocol is evaluated. Firstly the optimization technique i.e. Bacterial Foraging optimization is applied
individually on DSR routing protocol and then compare the performance analysis of DSR routing protocol
through BFO approach and without BFO approach that performs better to increase the lifetime of the MANET
network so that packets will be transferred in an efficient manner and with less error rate so that the chance of
node failure will be less and prolong the lifetime of the network for the realization of routing optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Security is one of the most common issues in the wireless sensor network and black hole attack is one of those
security attacks that mainly occur in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). In Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) each
node works like a router [1]. In this network each node acts as neighbor nod to find the path for transmission of
data. Various characteristics like dynamic topology, lack of defense features, open medium etc. made MANET
more vulnerable. In MANET routing mostly gets affected by Sybil attack in which fake route reply gets
occurred for transmission of data. It is the type of attack in which it is assumed that relay packets has been
supposed but actual it gets discarded. Because wireless networks architecture is different than typical wired
network architecture and any host, either original or fake, can broadcast that it can provide the shortest path for
reaching the destination. So, there is lot of chance of injection for the malicious or fake route which contains
malicious nodes. Then there, is requirement of optimization through which we can secure the network from
Sybil attack [2] [3].
Routing Protocol is second hand to find suitable routes between communicate nodes. It is a self-directed
collection of mobile users that speak moderately over bandwidth constraint wireless link. As the nodes are
changing timely, so the topology of the network gets changed [4]. MANETS basically consists of three routing
protocols i. reactive, proactive and hybrid protocol.
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1.1 Dynamic Source Routing (DSR)
DSR stands for Dynamic Source Routing that is basically designed for WSN, Adhoc networks. The DSR
contains two terms [2] [4] [5].
1.1.2 Route Discovery Process When source A wants to deliver data packet to destination D, then destination
address can be obtained from header. Header also consists of the source node that contains the each routing node
id [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11].
Node A sends route request then in response the receiving node replies the route reply so that to confirm that
communication can takes place between them. Send buffer contains the copy of each packet that cannot get
transmitted to the destination [12] [13] [14].
1.1.3 Route Maintenance Process: When data packet moves from source to destination, then it is responsibility
of each node to take care that right packet has been moved from source to destination [15]. Example in figure
1.3 Node A passes packet from Node B, Node C, and Node D to Node E, the destination.

1.2 Bacterial Foraging Optimization
BFO algorithm is first projected by Passino in 2002 [2] [4]. It is motivated by the foraging and Chemo tactic
behaviors of bacteria, especially the Escherichia coli (E. coli). Locomotion can be achieved during the process
of real bacteria forging through
the tensile flagella set. In this algorithm, we evaluate total bacteria present on that specific by multiplying rows
with column. Then we check if the first bacteria (1,j) is less than checo matic complexity then training features
is obtained. If this does not verify the condition such that bacteria value is greater than checo matic complexity
then training features is obtained by deducting first bacteria from one and further divided by 16 to obtain trained
features and in this further increment is applied so that we can get trained features for every bacteria as well as
to increase bacteria sequence up to total bacteria i.e. change count is equal to previous change count and add 1
increment. Then they reproduce using training features [21]. In reproduction process, the least healthy bacteria
eventually eliminated or die while each of the healthier bacteria asexually split into two bacteria, which are then

.
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Fig. 1.BFO Flowchart

placed in the same location
Then after this we move towards elimination step, in which eliminated bacteria count is evaluated by deducting
total reproduced
bacteria from total bacteria. Afterwards this step, we will save all the parameters value such that BFO output,
total bacteria, reproduced, eliminated and change count. And the process will stop on completion process [22,
23].

II. RELATED WORK
Wang Yunwu,(2009), proposed fuzzy based genetic algorithm for the detection of attack in network [16]. Wei
Li, (2010), has presented the genetic algorithm for the detection of attack in network and it is then tested with
TCP/IP networks [17].Anup Goyal and Chetan Kumar, (2010), presented the optimization algorithm that is
called genetic algorithm to enhance the security of the network. The experiment was applied on KDD cup 99 to
produce rules for the classification of attacks [18].Yuteng Guo, (2010), discussed a method to improve detection
accuracy and efficiency, a new Feature Selection method based on Rough Sets and improved Genetic
Algorithms is proposed for Network Intrusion Detection. The effectiveness of the algorithm is tested on the
classical KDD CUP 99 data sets, using the SVM classifier for performance evaluation. [19]

2.1 Contribution
The main contribution of this proposed work will be to detect the Sybil attack in network and that will help out
to secure various network systems.

2.2 Organization of Paper
The paper is organized as Section 1 discussed the brief introduction of security attack, Section 3 discussed the
proposed algorithm, and Section 4 showed the results and analysis and in the end conclusion is described.

III. PROPOSED WORK
The network is established and there are two nodes that are one source and one destination and when one node
connects with the other the edge set is formed i.e. the total energy of the nodes. The path which is optimized by
genetic algorithm depends on the number of iterations. Length of the path is defined for every node. The
initialization of Bacteria Foraging Algorithm begins by defining the path. Tumbling of nodes added to the path
from source to destination. For every node, the fitness value is defined. The sorting of the fitness value array is
done by defining destination (I.D.) of every node.
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Fig.2. Proposed Flowchart

START
S=Source Node, D=Destination Node.
G (V, E) where V is the vertex or Node set and E is the Edge set between Vi and Vj.
E = Energy set of the nodes.
P = Path of source to destination
for each k in P
Initialize BFO
Swim.Length =Element Count.Path
fit_value=fitness fn BFO(x,S));
itr=Iteration
fit_value=[ ];
for each itr=1:n
find fit.value( );
Sk=Sort(fit.value)
If Sk==destination
End
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STOP

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The demonstration tries to find out the best performance by using MANET for QOS optimization through
routing. So, each part we evaluate the impact of one of the following parameters on the performance of routing
protocols:

4.1 Average End-to-End Delay
It is defined as the time takes for the transmission of packets from source to destination. Following formula is
for average E2E delay in network.

4.2 Throughput
It is the total amount of data that has been transferred from source to destination in given interval of time.

4.3 Bit Error rate
The bit error rate (BER) is the numeral of bit errors per unit time. BER is a unit less calculation, frequently
taken as percentage.

4.4 Energy Consumption
Energy consumption has become one of the greatest challenges in the field of high performance computing and
it is defines as the total energy consumed in running of parallel tasks

Fig.3. Throughput without Optimization and Energy without Optimization

Throughput is the number of nodes sent over the network in given time without congestion. The above figure.2
shows the throughput value without optimization. It has been seen that value of throughput is being reduced in
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the figure. 2. Energy optimization is the energy consumption by the nodes during transmission in network. Its
value must be low in the network to have good performance. Above figure.3 shows the high energy
consumption.

Fig.4. Error rate without Optimization and End 2 End Delay without Optimization

Error rate is the number of errors present over the network in given time during transmission. The above figure.
4 shows the error rate value without optimization. It has been seen that value of error rate is being enhanced in
the figure. Delay is the Minimis able delay in the network during packet transmission. The above figure.5
shows the delay value without optimization. It has been seen that value of overhead is being enhanced in the
figure.

Fig.5. Throughput with Optimization and Energy with Optimization

Throughput is the number of nodes sent over the network in given time without doing congestion. The above
figure.6 shows the throughput value after comparison through BFO. It has been seen that value of throughput is
being enhanced in the figure to 95.1. Energy optimization is the energy consumption by the nodes during
transmission in network. Its value must be low in the network to have good performance. Above figure.7 shows
the low energy consumption having values = 2 J.
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Fig.6. Error rate with Optimization and E2E with Optimization

The bit error rate (BER) is the numeral of bit errors per unit time. The above figure.8 shows the error value after
comparison through BFO. It has been seen that value of errors is being reduced here. It is the average time taken
by data packet to reach the destination and includes all delays caused by buffering during route discovery
latency, queuing at the interface queue. The above figure.9 shows the delay value after comparison through
BFO. It has been seen that value of delay is being reduced here.

V. CONCLUSION
MANET are very emerging technology these days and are used in wide applications. The main aim of this
proposed work deals with the study of the DSR routing protocol. We find that the DSR with BFO optimization
technique performs better than applying just DSR routing protocol so that the packets should reach from source
to the destination with less packet drop rates and high data rates to extend the network lifetime. As the energy
conservation is one of the main issue in MANET network so for efficient working of the network, energy
consumption should be less. High energy consumption is one of the main reasons of the node failure.
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